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I hope you find these resources 
and activities useful. There are two 
different activities that I’ve included 
here. You’re welcome to use or adapt 
them in any way you see fit.

All of the resources are linked to my 
book The Snow Merchant, which is 
a story that features alchemy. You 
might like to read about alchemy in 
the All About Alchemy sheet — or you 
could read the first few chapters of 
The Snow Merchant.

Suitable for: 
7 years and above.

Type of activity:  
art, storytelling, writing

Aim:  
to increase pupils’ confidence around hands-on 
activities, story-telling and writing.

Activity 1: Potion Making 
Watch the video, and get ready to become an 
alchemist! Once you’ve made your potions, 
there are all sorts of extension activities you 
could try: writing down a recipe, or even trying 
to create a story that begins with someone 
drinking your potions — either on purpose, or 
accidentally!

Activity 2: Using Music To 
Inspire Writing 
Choose a track from the list provided, sit back 
and listen, then listen to it again while writing 
with the accompanying writing prompt. 
 
Happy potion-brewing! Sam.

Sam Gayton
Sam is the writer of fantasy-filled children’s 
books, including Hercufleas and The Last Zoo. 
He delivers workshops for schools as part of 
Pop Up Festival. Find out more about Sam 
here: www.samgayton.com
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Activity 1
Potion Making. All About Alchemy

What exactly is alchemy, anyway? Well…

Many years ago, a bit before you could be a 
scientist, but a bit after you could be a wizard, 
there existed this in-between type of person, 
called an alchemist.

Alchemists spent their days conducting bizarre 
experiments and then writing weird and 
wonderful books about what they had found 
out. Being an alchemist meant you had to 
spend a long time boiling things, melting things, 
mixing them with other things...

But mostly, being an alchemist meant 
embarking upon a quest.

Yes, it seems you couldn’t be an alchemist 
without having one. And every alchemist’s 
quest was different, but it was also the same. 
They were looking for their Magnum Opus, their 
‘masterwork’.

Now, for some alchemists this meant looking 
for a potion to cure all disease (the Panacea). 
Others wanted a means to turn base metals into 
gold (the Philosopher’s Stone). Some sought a 
way to live forever (the Philosopher’s Stone, too, 
sometimes called the Elixir of Life). I’ve even 
heard some of them wanted to find a mega-
powerful acid that would dissolve anything is 
touched (the Alkahest). Not sure what sort of 
bottle you’d put that in once you’d discovered it.

Alchemists are a weird and wonderful lot, and 
many seemed to have led lives that were as 
crazy as their experiments. If you like, you could 
investigate the histories of real-life alchemists 

like Dr John Dee, the court astronomer and 
adviser to Elizabeth I. Or Hennig Brand, a 
German alchemist who thought he could distil 
gold from people’s wee, as it was a similar 
colour (!) People back in the 1600s really 
needed to hydrate more.

Mostly, though, I hope you’ll enjoy being 
alchemists yourselves. And whilst these 
strange scientist-magicians weren’t right about 
much (you can’t turn wee into gold, so don’t 
bother trying), they definitely dreamed big, 
asked themselves ‘what if?’, and saw nothing 
as impossible. All things that you need for 
storytelling - and life!

Have fun experimenting...

Sam
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Potion Making, 
Potion Brewing
Making up a magical potion can be a brilliant 
way of finding a story. Just think of George’s 
Marvellous Medicine, the polyjuice in Harry 
Potter, and the witch’s brew in Room on the 
Broom. Potions are good in stories because they 
change things — and stories rely on sudden 
changes, especially at the start and end.

Try this step-by-step guide to brewing your 
own magical potion.

You can watch me go through these 
instructions myself, in this video called 
Potion Brewing: youtu.be/QQfQggERpW8 

 
Step One  
Collect your ingredients 
 
You’ll need some materials before you start 
brewing your potion:
s Bottles with lids—any shape and size will do,   
 and the more varied the better!
s Pipettes, spoons and mixers (the ones you  
 get from takeout coffee shops are good).
s A label and PVA glue—you can find labels 
 for cutting out in the resource pack, or design  
 your own.
s Some small plastic beakers, to hold the   
 vinegar, baking soda, and washing up liquid.
s Plastic trays to catch the mess!
 Some safety equipment / aprons. 
s Depending on your students, it is probably 
 a good idea to wear an apron and safety   
 goggles. Better safe than sorry!
s Some liquids! The following liquids are all
 reasonably safe (although some should not
 be ingested, or put near your eyes, soplease
 choose liquids that are suitable for your
 students!). You can combine some of these 
 liquids to make awesome effects!
 
Completely safe — but messy!
s Green, red and blue food colouring 
s Water
s Glitter

Safe, with supervision! 
s Baking soda 
s White Vinegar 
s Washing up liquid 
s Shaving foam 
s PVA glue
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Step Two 
Get brewing!
 
Here’s where the fun starts. There are a variety 
of different ways you can make potions.  
 
Mix PVA glue with food colouring for swirly, 
sludgy potions. Mix water and food colouring 
for bright, see-through potions. Add in a bit 
of washing up liquid and mix, and you’ll get 
coloured bubbles! Put in glitter, and your potion 
will be sparkly!
 
But the best potion to make of all?  
One that’s fizzy.
 
To do this, add a little scoop of baking soda  
to the bottom of your bottle. Add a drop of food 
colour, and a shot of shaving foam (or you  
can use washing up liquid if you don’t want  
it as foamy).
 
Then, using a pipette, add the vinegar.
Wow! Stand back and watch the fizzy reaction. 
You can repeat the experiment multiple times 
within the same bottle, adding more vinegar and 
baking soda to increase the fizzing and foaming. 
Try another colour, too, or some glitter, and see 
what happens!

Once you’re done, put a lid or stopper on your 
bottle. And voila! Your potion is brewed. Time to 
make another, if you like, until you’re finished.

Step Three 
Name and label your potion

But what are your potions called? What do 
they do? Let’s decide…

Look at them carefully. Are they bubbly, or 
gooey? Do they slosh about? Do they sparkle? 
Try to find a few words that describe them.

Perhaps they are fizzy + red + glittery? Maybe 
we can mix some of those words together, just 
like we mixed our potions, to get a name?

Perhaps fizzle + glitter could become the  
word flizzle. So our potion could be called 
Red Flizzle. That’s good! But to make even 
better, we could even add one of those 
alchemical words I’ve written down for you 
on a separate sheet.

Maybe it’s Red Flizzle Juice, or Red Essence 
of Flizzle, or Red Quintessence? The choice is 
yours! Playing around with words is just as fun 
as playing around with potions. See what crazy 
new names you can brew!

Once you’ve got a name you like, write it on a 
label in strange, spidery writing — and stick it to 
your jar with glue.
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Alchemy Aparatus
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Potion Labels
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Step Four 
Write a recipe, and more...

What you create next is up to you! 

Perhaps you might try writing about what it  
feels like when you drink your potion. Does it 
crackle in the tips of your toes, and make you 
sneeze fire? What else does it do to you?  
Do you change shape, or gain a new power?

Or perhaps you might like to create a recipe for 
it (there’s an example recipe in this pack called 
A Recipe for Snow, see below). 

Or you might just like to collect all your potions 
together on a shelf, and imagine what kind of 
alchemist might have brewed them all up...

Or you could even try one of the writing 
exercises in the Using Music to Inspire Writing 
part of this pack.
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K A RECIPE FOR SNOW J
A never-before-seen meteorological phenomenon
Made with LOVE, ALCHEMY and the following

INGREDIENTS (listed in order of use):
A length of silence, at least one hundred years long

Dustmotes, charged with static
Seven drops of eather

Six dice
One teaspoon of salt

A string of frost, threaded through with icicle
A gey cloud, spun upon a silver wheel

Water

K  INSTRUCTIONS J  
Cut the century-long silence into seven tiny moments.

Sprinkle the moments with dust and static.
Add a drop of ether to each.

Then throw in the dice (which ensures the snow remembers  
to have six sides). Repeat this six times (for luck).
Stir in a teaspoon of salt (so the snow will melt).

Sew everything inside the cloud, using the icicle needle
and thread of frost.
Finally, add water.

 



ALKALINE — Salty.

ALEMBIC — A glass jar that distills potions.

AQUA — Water.

ARCANA — A secret.

ARGENTUM — Silver.

AURUM— Gold.

BEZOAR — A legendary stone that cures sickness.

BRIMSTONE — Sulphur.

CALX—Burnt metal.

CHYMICAL — Chemical

CINNARBAR — Bright red.

CROCUS OF MARS —Rust.

CRUCIBLE — Cauldron.

DRAGON’S BLOOD — Fruit resin.

A DRAM—Unit of weight, about 4 grams.

ETHER—Essence of air.

FETID—Foul.

ELIXIR—A fabulous potion.

KING’S YELLOW—A chemical.

PANACEA—Medicine that cures any illness

PHLOGISTON—Essence of fire.

POWDER OF ALGAROTH—A chemical.

QUICKSILVER—Liquid metal.

QUINTESSENCE—A mixture.

A SCRUPLE —A unit of weight (about 1.2 grams).

VERDIGRIS —A green chemical.

ZAFFRE —A blue chemical. 
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Alchemical 
Words
Alchemists created wonderful words 
to describe the fantastical chemical 
they were creating. Many of these 
words still evoke a sense of magic 
and wizardry, even now. You can use 
these words in your own writing, to 
intrigue and mystify readers. You can 
also use little bits of them, or join 
some together, to make the names 
of your own potions!



.

Activity 2 
Using Music to 
Inspire Writing 

Music is one of the biggest inspirations for me 
as a writer. It provides instant atmosphere and 
emotion, and the right music, played at the  
right time, in the right ear, can result in some 
brilliant writing.  
 
I love to make playlists for stories that I’m 
writing. For The Snow Merchant, I listened to a lot 
of Icelandic music. I also listened to a wonderful 
folk song, called I Was Young When I Left Home. 
One of the lyrics in it actually helped me decide 
on a crucial plot point in the story!  
 
So I’ve created some short soundscapes to 
help your pupils’ imaginations when writing. 
They can listen to each one and then give them 
some prompts to start them writing. Of course, if 
you’d like to use other pieces of music for these 
prompts, go ahead!

 
You can access the sound files here: 
samgayton.bandcamp.com/album/
alchemy-music-to-inspire-writing 

 

Soundscapes

1. The Stranger In The Storm

2. The Leaky Cauldron 

3. The House in the Sky 

4. The Experiment That Goes Wrong

5. The Clinking of Potion Bottles 
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Writing Prompts
 

1. The Stranger In The Storm 
A lonely figure is fighting their way through a 
raging storm. Shadowy things are chasing after 
them. Describe the wind and the sky. Give  
the reader a glimpse of the strange object the 
figure carries—an object that the shadowy 
pursuers want... 

2. The Leaky Cauldron 
You are wandering through an enormous 
underground cavern that an alchemist has 
turned into their messy laboratory. Leaky old 
potions have formed strange stalagmites and 
stalactites from the ceiling and floor. They  
glow strangely in the dark. Describe how 
enormous and echoey the cavern is. And then 
you disturb the alchemist. Is he glad to see  
you there, or not? 
 

3. The House in the Sky 
You have journeyed high into the snow-capped 
mountains to find the old alchemist’s house.  
He is the only one who can help you. The only 
one who can save you. You must convince him 
to make the potion—whatever the price... 

4. The Experiment That Goes Wrong 
It’s midnight, and an old is scientist running 
—running for their life — through rows of 
bookcases and stacks of potions—trying to 
reach the exit of their laboratory.

They don’t make it.

Don’t tell the reader exactly what it is that  
stops them. 

5. The Clinking of Potion Bottles 
You’ve never been anywhere like this. Hanging 
from the ceiling on bits of string, swinging and 
clinking like a rainbow chandelier, are thousands 

upon thousands of potion bottles. Each one is 
labelled. Wander amongst the bottles and tell 
the reader what the bottles are shaped like, 
and what colour the liquids inside are, and how 
they are moving, and what the labels say.

As a challenge, see if pupils can include one of 
the following words in their writing. They might 
have to find out what it means first!

 
effervescent 

clinking 

tintinnabulation 

porcelain 

spiralling 

kaleidoscopic 

susurrus 

prism 

sphere 

pyramid 

chimes 
cascade 
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